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Investigation covers a problem of influence of duration of a step of calculation of the investment

project on increase of reliability of investment calculations and reliability of accepted administrative

decisions. Laws of change of indicators of economic efficiency of the investment project are

revealed at change of duration of a step of calculation. Necessity of minimisation of duration of a

step of calculation for increase of reliability of values of indicators of economic efficiency of the

investment project is proved.
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The choice of a step of calculation makes

considerable impact on level of indicators of

economic efficiency and financial stability of

the investment project (IP). On the basis of a

combination of indicators of economic efficien�

cy and financial stability, participants of invest�

ment process make the decision on participa�

tion or nonparticipation in the project.

In official scientific materials there are no

recommendations about calculations of efficiency

of projects at transition from a calculation step

of longer duration to a step of calculation of

smaller duration.

As it is known, when calculating indicators

of economic efficiency and financial stability any

investment project is represented in the form of

cash flows on three fields of activity: operational,

investment and financial. If the duration of calcu�

lation step is one year, features of movement of

funds in time in a year are not visible. Thus all

cash flows are considered unequivocal and are

equally estimated at discounting that deforms real

value of the discounted cash flows. During the

transition to a step of calculation of smaller dura�

tion the concrete element of a cash flow becomes

attached to a real date of its occurrence, and

procedure of discounting of such sizes adequate�

ly reflects current cost of these sizes.

From our point of view, the most prefera�

ble method of the account of character of dis�

tribution of incomes and expenses under the

project in a calculation step is use of a step of

calculation of the least duration.

For this purpose, first of all, it is necessary

to transform real annual cash flows to quarter

or monthly streams. Credit reception, payments

of own capital, investment costs concern the

first steps of the settlement period. Taxes, re�

turn of credits and percent on them concern the

end of steps of calculation. A gain from realisa�

tion, current costs are considered in regular in�

tervals in each step. Thus the total of steps of

calculation under the project increases in 2, 4

or 12 times.

The following stage of a technique assumes

recalculation of real norm of the income and

discounting factor with reference to the chosen

duration of a step of calculation. For this pur�

pose the annual real norm of the income should

be divided into quantity of steps of calculation

in a year.

After that it is necessary to calculate dis�

counting factor under the known formula for

each step of calculation. All subsequent calcula�

tions of efficiency are spent under the standard

scheme.

At an estimation of efficiency of projects

taking into account inflation, first of all, it is

necessary to correct all streams of money re�

sources in established prices for rates of infla�

tion. Secondly, should be calculated nominal (tak�

ing into account inflation) norm of the income.

All subsequent calculations of efficiency are

spent under earlier considered scheme: calcu�

late discounting factor on each step of calcula�

tion, the net present cash flows on each step of

calculation, and then NPV the project. As a re�

sult application of a step of calculation of smaller

duration allows us to estimate more precisely

parameters of efficiency of the investment
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project that raises reliability of administrative

decisions accepted in investment sphere.

Application of the specified methodical

positions in a course of an estimation of real

investment projects has allowed us to reveal

the following law.

Transition to a step of calculation of small�

er duration necessarily results or in decrease in

the discounted size of inflows of money re�

sources (it is fair for the inflows which are

carried out in regular intervals and in the end of

a step of calculation of the big duration), or, at

least, to preservation of the discounted estima�

tion of monetary inflows (it is fair for the in�

flows which are carried out in the beginning of

a step of calculation).

Consideration of the above feature have

shown practical calculations, are completely fair

and for outflows of money resources. However

the basic difference in this case is that the cal�

culation of indicators of economic efficiency

outflows of money resources are considered with

a sign “minus”. As a result transition to a step

of calculation of smaller duration necessarily

results in reduction of the discounted size of

outflows of money resources (it is fair for the

outflows which are carried out in regular inter�

vals and in the end of a step of calculation of

the big duration), or, at least, to preserve the

discounted estimation of monetary outflows (it

is fair for the outflows which are carried out in

the beginning of a step of calculation).

Finally when using a step of calculation of

smaller duration the size of reduction of the

discounted estimation of inflows of money re�

sources appears much more than a reduction of

the discounted size of outflows of money re�

sources under the project. As a result reduction

of duration of a step of calculation generally

leads to decrease in indicators of economic ef�

ficiency of projects (as have shown practical

calculations – in certain cases to two times).

At the same time, it is necessary to notice

that in some cases the specified rule is broken:

1) investment under the project are carried

out not only on a zero step of calculation, but

also on other steps of the settlement period

(under condition of negative value of balance of

cash flows on these steps).

2) duration of a zero step of calculation is

less, than the greatest duration of considered steps

of calculation. For example, it occurs, if greatest

of considered makes duration of a step is one

year, and duration of a zero step is 6 months.

Besides, the revealed rule can not be ob�

served in cases when transition to smaller dura�

tion of a step of calculation is made for all

steps of the settlement period, except zero (for

example if duration of a zero step of calcula�

tion is one year, and all other steps of calcula�

tion is one month).

At last, as a result of calculations the case

(duration of a zero step of calculation coincid�

ed with the least duration of steps from all con�

sidered durations) when transition from a cal�

culation step bigger duration to smaller dura�

tion led to increase of indicators of economic

efficiency of projects has been revealed! The

reason is that displacement of factors of dis�

counting in a similar situation do not arise. The

obtained data testifies: the most expedient du�

ration of a step of calculation at investment

designing is duration in one month.

Besides, it was found out that transition to

a step of calculation of the project of smaller

duration opens financial fiasco of some projects.

Thus the size of the negative saved up balance

of cash flows (a financing lack) exceeded 20 %

of pure monetary receipts within the specified

month. Importance of the received result, ex�

cept the absolute value, is underlined by repeat�

ed excess of level of a reserve of finances rec�

ommended by official sources.

Thus, transition to an estimation of the in�

vestment project with application of a step of

calculation of the minimum duration is the ma�

jor element of increase of reliability and objec�

tivity of administrative decisions accepted in

investment sphere.
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